Let En be a normed w-dimensional vector space over a field T. We denote by a, b, -■ ■ the elements of E", with a, P, ■ ■ ■ the elements of T; a = atei+ • • • +anen'-^{oii, • • • , an} where ei, • • • , en is a basis of £". The norm in E" we denote by | | ".
By a = Lob we denote a linear homogeneous transformation on
En to En, i.e. aEEn is defined for every bEEn; Lo (\b)=\Lob; L o (bi+b2) =L o bi+L o b2 for every X, b, bi, b2. Naturally, given a basis «i, • • • , e" of E", L can be represented as a square matrix:
Let y=/(x) be a function on E" to £", i.e. yEEn for some x£E". f(x) is called differentiable (in the sense of Frechet) at x = Xo if for hEEn, \h\n-+0 there is a L = A(x0) such that
If, with respect to the basis eu ■ ■ ■ , e" it is /~{#i,
We call ® a product on En if to every aEEn, bEE" there exists c = a®bEEn such that a®b = La o b = Lb o a. For some fixed basis ei, ■ ■ ■ ,e"witho~{ai,
such a product can always be realized by n3 constants irpa, such that
Naturally, by introducing a product in a vector space this vector space becomes an algebra.
If fix) is a function on En to En we call it analytic with respect to the product ® at x = Xo if it is there differentiable and if there is an Z = /(x0)££" such that (4) we have therefore
We put iii+i,p/n*+i -• • • -n"p/n"
The equations (7) viz (8) form a necessary condition for the analyticity of f(x) at x = xo. We are therefore entitled to consider them as a generalization of the Cauchy-Riemann differential equations.
In the case n = 2 and complex multiplication, the equations (7) yield the Cauchy-Riemann equations. In the case w = 4, En being a real space and the product being defined according to the multiplication of quaternions, these equations read where we have abbreviated 30"/d£" by 0,". In the case n = 3, £" being real and the product being the ordinary vector product, the function /(&. £s. ?s)= {& -&, &-£i, fi-£2} turns out to be everywhere analytic.
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